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A B S T R A C T   

The shrinking of memory devices increased the probability of system failures due to the higher sensitivity to 
electromagnetic radiation. Critical memory systems employ fault-tolerant techniques like Error Correction Code 
(ECC) to mitigate these failures. This work explores error correction techniques and algorithms employing the 
Line Product Code (LPC), a product-like ECC. We propose to decode LPC codewords using a single error 
correction algorithm (AlgSE) followed by a double error correction algorithm (AlgDE). Both algorithms explore 
the LPC characteristics to attain greater decoding efficiency. AlgSE is implemented with an iterative technique 
associated with a correction heuristic, while AlgDE is an innovative proposal that allows increasing correction 
effectiveness through the inference of errors. AlgDE allows increasing the efficiency of the LPC decoder signif-
icantly when used together with AlgSE. It corrects 100% of the cases up to three bitflips as well as 98% and 92%, 
respectively, for four and five upsets in exhaustive tests. Besides, we present tradeoffs concerning the error 
correction potential versus the costs of implementing the correction algorithms.   

1. Introduction 

The continued miniaturization of electronic components allows 
adding many more features within the same Integrated Circuit (IC), 
providing higher performance and energy efficiency. As a result, the 
functional and non-functional requirements of several applications were 
implemented entirely within the same IC, known as System-on-Chip 
(SoC) [1]. These applications include critical safety systems, where a 
failure can lead to significant economic losses or damage to people or the 
environment [2]. The scaling down of the electronic components implies 
physical changes that make them more susceptible to failures due to 
electromagnetic radiation [3]. These failures studied almost 60 years 
ago [4–6] occur when high-energy alpha particles or neutrons collide 
with a device, changing the content of one or more cells permanently or 
transiently [7–10]. 

This work focuses on random transient errors, usually caused by 
Single Event Effects (SEEs), such as (i) Single Event Transient (SET), 
which changes the current or voltage of a combinational node; (ii) Single 

Event Upset (SEU), which changes the value of a memory cell; (iii) 
Multiple Cell Upsets (MCU), which changes the values of more than one 
memory cell. Multiple Bit Upsets (MBU) is an MCU, in which the affected 
memory cells belong to the same logical word; and (iv) SEFI (Single 
Event Function Interrupt) that produces an error in a unit affecting other 
components; e.g., an error that occurs in a memory control unit and 
affects several words in memory or even the entire system [11,12]. 

Several techniques mitigate failures in space applications, such as 
Hardened Memory Cell, Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR), and Error 
Correction Code (ECC). In hardened memory cells, parts of the original 
circuit are replaced by their hardened versions that are less susceptible 
to failure [7]. TMR uses three copies of the same information and uses a 
voter to decide the correct result [13,14]. In turn, ECCs use encoding and 
decoding algorithms to restore the correct data value, protecting data 
from faults occurring in memory cells or transmission channels [7]. 
Nowadays, one-dimensional ECCs fail to achieve the effectiveness 
needed to address the increasing number of bitflips caused by a single 
radiation event [15–18]. Consequently, n-dimensional ECCs have been 
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proposed to provide higher error detection and correction power [16]. 
Gracia-Morán et al. [18] explain that these complex ECCs, build for use 
in critical applications, increase error correction and detection capacity 
but implying higher redundancy, area usage, energy consumption, and 
critical path delay [16]. This work focuses on Two-Dimensional (2D) 
ECCs, also called product codes, designed to protect memories used in 
critical applications like the space ones [18–24]. 

Section 2 presents a brief history of product codes, the state-of-the- 
art, and the product ECCs focusing on fault-tolerant memories used on 
space applications. Section 3 describes the capabilities of the Line 
Product Code (LPC), exploring its decoding algorithms and error 
correction techniques in detail. Section 4 shows the methodology 
adopted in this work to examine the potential of the proposed decoding 
algorithms and techniques. Sections 5 to 7 describe, respectively, the 
algorithm employed for Single Error (SE) correction, the correction 
technique with row-column correlation, and the Double Error (DE) 
correction method. Finally, Section 8 describes and discusses the 
experimental results used to validate the proposed algorithms and 
techniques. 

2. Related work 

Elias [25] introduced in 1954 the pioneering work in the product 
code area, proposing a simple and efficient way to build long codes 
based on smaller ones. Later, several authors proposed improving the 
product code performance, changing the encoder, decoder, or code 
structure. The algorithms presented in this work employ the iterative 
decoding of product codes, originally proposed in [25]. Alexey, Victor, 
and Eygene [26] report that the iterative decoder through rows and 
columns is the most used algorithm for product codes, as it has low 
complexity and can correct various error patterns. The iterative algo-
rithm decodes all columns in the matrix correcting errors with the ECC 
placed in each column; next, the algorithm makes the same on the 
matrix row. The algorithm is called iterative because it repeats these 
correction steps several times. Changuel, Bidan, and Pyndiah [27] 
describe the standard iterative decoder, which repeats the number of 
iterations in rows and columns until it cannot fix any more errors. The 
authors claim that this iterative decoder is effective, correcting error 
patterns with more bits than half the Hamming distance. 

Li, Miao, and Wang [28] proposed an encoding scheme using Turbo 
Product Code (TPC) for reducing transmission latency and improving 
the bit error rate. Zhou and Li [29] proposed a parallel TPC decoder 
based on GPU that simultaneously decodes all rows and columns of the 
two-dimensional matrix of the product code. The experimental results 
show that the decoding latency is significantly reduced compared to the 
TPC decoder based on a conventional CPU. Lopacinski et al. [30] pro-
posed a new concept that uses vertical and horizontal Bose-Chaudhuri- 
Hocquenghem (BCH) codewords to increase the TPC decoder effec-
tiveness. Swaminathan, Madhukumar, and Guohua [31] presented new 
algorithms for estimating two-dimensional parameters of the product 
codes BCH and Reed-Solomon on noisy channel conditions. The exper-
imental results showed that the proposed code is more effective than 
BCH with an area overhead. Senger [32] described an iterative decoding 
algorithm for product codes based on Reed-Solomon, which performs 
better than the classic method without adding significant complexity. 
Guo et al. [33] proposed the Decimal Matrix Code (DMC) that detects 
and corrects errors by adding and subtracting decimal integers. The 
DMC matrix structure is divided into eight four-bit symbols checked 
throughout vertical parity bits and horizontal check bits, containing the 
decimal result. 

Khittiwitchayakul, Phakphisut, and Supnithi [34] introduced two 
Weighted Bit-Flipping (WBF) decoding algorithms for the Low-Density 
Parity-Check (LDPC) product code; the authors use the Page-WBF and 
Row-Column-WBF algorithms to evaluate tradeoffs in error correction 
capacity and implementation complexity. Jeong and Lee [35] [36] 
proposed a product code using LDPC to improve the performance of a 

magnetic storage system, reaching effectiveness for random and burst 
error scenarios. Erozan and Çavuş [15] proposed 2D ECC based on 
Euclidian Geometry-LDPC and single parity check bits to reach high 
error correction levels. Arslan et al. [37] introduced a product code for 
transferring data from specific storage media. ECCs are placed in the 
headers of these transfers, allowing errors to be detected or corrected. 

Sheikh, Amat, and Liva [38] proposed the iterative Bounded Dis-
tance Decoding with scalable reliability (iBDD-SR) algorithm for prod-
uct codes to improve performance with low complexity increase; 
experiments using LDPC and BCH show the efficacy of the proposed 
algorithm for high-transfer rate applications. Li, Lin, and Wang [39] 
proposed the Soft-Assisted-iBDD to improve the iBDD algorithm; they 
presented a voting strategy to assess whether a codeword should be 
corrected. This proposal enhances decoding performance without 
significantly increasing complexity and requiring extra memory. Cos-
kun, Jerkovits, and Liva [40] investigated the Successive Cancellation 
List decoding of product codes with single parity-check and extended 
Hamming for product codes used on wireless communication systems. 

Sheikh et al. [41] proposed to improve the iBDD algorithm with the 
iterative Generalized Minimum Distance (iGMD) with scaled reliability 
decoding algorithm, which is more effective than its predecessor with a 
small complexity increase. To increase the decoding efficiency, Sheikh, 
Amat, and Liva [42] propose Binary Message Passing-GMD Decoding 
(BMP-GMDD), a new algorithm for decoding product codes based on 
iGMD that uses the Hamming distance metric in the last stage. 

Liu et al. [43] introduced a technique to improve the reliability of 
product code encoders and decoders that detects errors based on the 
parity forecast. Li et al. [44] described a method for reducing the 
number of parity bits in a product code. The method also reduces the 
MCU memory probability due to fewer redundancy cells. Tawfeek, 
Mahran, and Abdel-Hamid [45] proposed a new ending criterion in the 
iterative decoding of product codes based on the reliability limit; the 
purpose of this criterion is to prevent the iterative nature of decoding 
from increasing computational latency and complexity. Condo et al. 
[46] proposed a decoder for polar code in a matrix format that uses two 
steps to reduce the decoding latency. Yang et al. [47] used a product 
code in NAND Flash to avoid retention errors and program interference 
errors. The proposal uses a linear block code for parity check on rows 
and columns. 

Some works on product codes focus on correcting errors in space 
application memories [19–24]. In 2007, Argyrides et al. [48] published 
the Matrix code, a 2D ECC with 16 data bits and 16 redundancy bits for 
correcting bitflips in space applications with Hamming check bits in 
rows and parity bits in columns. Four years later, the same authors [49] 
improved Matrix to a 32-bit code, obtaining about 100 citations in both 
works and making Matrix ECC a reference in this field. Several other 
authors based on [48,49] develop advances in the area, as Freitas et al. 
[19], that introduced the Product Code for Space Applications (PCoSA), 
which applies extended Hamming in rows and columns. PCoSA corrects 
any three bitflips and achieves high correction rates for up to five upsets. 
Silva et al. [20] proposed the Matrix Region Section Code (MRSC) for 
detecting and correcting MBUs in volatile memories with a low imple-
mentation cost. These same authors [21] extended the basic MRSC to a 
32-bit data format, employing a technique to reduce the number of 
redundancy bits with high reliability and low implementation cost. 
Castro et al. [22] introduced the Column-line-Code (CLC), a product 
code with a high MCU-correction rate, considering the costs of area, 
energy, and delays. Silva et al. [23] extended the CLC to a format sup-
porting an additional correction operation called the CLC-extended, 
reaching high correction rates with more complex MCU patterns. Gra-
cia-Morán et al. [18] discussed the tradeoffs between the encoding/ 
decoding costs and correction capacity, displaying low redundancy 
ECCs, capable of correcting MCUs with reduced delay and area and 
power consumptions. Finally, Magalhães, Alcântara, and Silveira [24] 
introduced the Parity Hamming Interleaved Correction Code (PHICC), 
an ECC product that achieves a fair correction rate with a minimal 
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additional implementation cost. 
As the miniaturization of electronic devices is a determining factor 

for increasing memory bitflips during space applications, this work 
proposes to increase the error correction efficacy of a 16-bit data ECC 
using the same structure and base codes already known. We introduce 
LPC, a modified product code with a mixed decoding approach, 
composed of an iterative simple error correction algorithm (AlgSE), 
followed by a DE correction algorithm (AlgDE). The main originality of 
AlgSE is to carry out a preliminary analysis of the number of SEs in the 
rows and columns to apply correction heuristics. AlgDE is an original 
proposal for increasing the error correction efficacy through error 
inference. 

3. Theoretical foundations of Hamming code and line product 
code (LPC) 

Fig. 1 generalizes the linear code structure proposed by R. Hamming 
[50], which is referenced by Ham(n, k). Eqs. (1), (2), and (3) describe the 
relations among n, r, and k, the numbers of bits of the codeword, data, 
and redundancy, respectively. 

The Minimum Hamming Distance (MD) is the smallest number of bit 
changes required to pass from any codeword to any other codeword. MD 
is a metric used to measure the code capacity in correcting and detecting 
errors. Eqs. (4) and (5) calculate the maximum number of errors in any 
codeword position that a Hamming-based code can correct EC or detect 
EC [51], respectively. 

EC = ⌊
MD − 1

2
⌋ (4)  

ED = MD − 1 (5) 

Eqs. (4) and (5) are exclusives, i.e., EC or ED, but not EC and ED 
simultaneously. The simultaneity relationship among EC, ED, and MD is 
given by Eq. (6) (further details in [52]). 

ED = MD − EC − 1 (6) 

The basic Hamming code has MD=3, so it can correct a SE (i.e., 
EC=1) or detect an error caused by a double bitflip without knowing 
whether this error has a SE or DE source. The extended Hamming adds a 
parity bit into the basic Hamming code, increasing MD to 4. Eqs. (4) and 
(6) show that extended Hamming can correct a SE and detect a DE 
simultaneously, i.e., an SEC-DED code [53]. 

A product code is the combination of two linear codes C1(n1, k1) and 
C2(n2, k2), which is denoted by C1C2 [53]. A product code applies two 
sets of check bits on the same data field; additionally, it employs check 
on check bits, increasing the correction and detection capacity [53]. 
However, this large code also implies a significant increase in the 
Redundancy Rate (RR), i.e., the relation between the number of 
redundancy bits and the total number of codeword bits. 

LPC is a modified product code whose MD depends on the composition 
of the MDs of each linear code C1 and C2, as described by Eq. (7). LPC 
was designed to enforce fault-tolerance on data bits only, as check and 
parity can be recalculated from the data bits; thus, this code does not 
implement checks on check bits, reaching a high correction rate while 
reducing the RR. 

MDC1C2 = MDC1 +MDC2 − 1 (7) 

LPC has the same linearity as the product code; thus, the LPC 
encoding can respect the format C1, followed by C2, or vice versa 
[51,54]. Fig. 2 illustrates the LPC generic structure composed by two 
symmetric Ham(8, 4) codes; i.e., C1=C2, and n1=n2=8, k1=k2=4 and 
r1=r2=4. Additionally, LPC adopts even parity so that the total of 1 s in 
the codeword is even, including the additional parity bit [55]. 

Eq. (7) shows that the LPC has MD = 7 since it implements Ham(8, 4) 
as C1 and C2 that have MD = 4. The logical reason for MD=7 lies in the 
LPC organization implying that rows and columns always cross in one, 
and only one, data bit; a bitflip in one data bit implies varying three 
other bits in the column, and three other bits in the row since rows and 
columns use Ham(8, 4), which has MD = 4. Additionally, Eqs. (4) and (6) 
show that LPC can correct 3 errors (EC = 3) and detect 3 errors (ED = 3). 
Besides, LPC can correct even more errors, depending on their location. 

Fig. 3 shows LPC in a (48, 16) format - 48 bits encode 16 data bits (D), 
12 row-check bits (Cr), 4 row-parity bits (Pr) 12 column-check bits (Cc), 
and 4 column-parity bits (Pc). 

Let q be a bit position index and ⊕ be an XOR operation, then Eqs. (8) 
to (10) and (11) to (13) compute the recalculated check bits of rows (Ĉr) 
and columns (Ĉc), respectively. Additionally, Eqs. (14) and (15) 
compute the recalculated parity bits of rows (P̂r) and columns (P̂c), 
respectively. 

Ĉrq,0 = Dq,1 ⊕ Dq,2 ⊕ Dq,3 ∀0 ≤ q ≤ 3 (8)  

Ĉrq,1 = Dq,0 ⊕ Dq,2 ⊕ Dq,3 ∀0 ≤ q ≤ 3 (9)  

Ĉrq,2 = Dq,0 ⊕ Dq,1 ⊕ Dq,3 ∀0 ≤ q ≤ 3 (10)  

Ĉc0,q = D1,q ⊕ D2,q ⊕ D3,q ∀0 ≤ q ≤ 3 (11)  

Ĉc1,q = D0,q ⊕ D2,q ⊕ D3,q ∀0 ≤ q ≤ 3 (12)  

Ĉc2,q = D0,q ⊕ D1,q ⊕ D3,q ∀0 ≤ q ≤ 3 (13)  

P̂rq = Dq,0 ⊕ Dq,1 ⊕ Dq,2 ⊕ Dq,3 ⊕ Crq,0 ⊕ Crq,1 ⊕ Crq,2 ∀0 ≤ q ≤ 3 (14)  

... ...

Fig. 1. Representation of a generic Hamming code Ham(n, k); k and r are the 
numbers of data and redundancy bits, respectively. 
n = r+ k (1)  

r = log2(n+ 1) (2)  

k = 2r − r − 1 (3)    

Row 
check 
bits

Data
bits rP

ar
ity

cParity

Column 
check 
bits rParity and cParity are 

row and column parity 
bits, respec�vely

Fig. 2. Generic representation of the LPC structure.  
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P̂cq = D0,q ⊕ D1,q ⊕ D2,q ⊕ D3,q ⊕ Cc0,q ⊕ Cc1,q ⊕ Cc2,q ∀0 ≤ q ≤ 3 (15) 

Eqs. (16) to (19) compute the syndromes of each row and column, 
which are used to verify if the check bits calculated during the LPC 
encoding are equal to the ones recalculated by the LPC decoding; thus, 
enabling us to detect bitflips. 

sCrq,k = Crq,k ⊕ Ĉrq,k
∀0 ≤ q ≤ 3
∀0 ≤ k ≤ 2 (16)  

sPrq = Prq ⊕ P̂rq ∀0 ≤ q ≤ 3 (17)  

sCck,q = Cck,q ⊕ Ĉck,q
∀0 ≤ q ≤ 3
∀0 ≤ k ≤ 2 (18)  

sPcq = Pcq ⊕ P̂cq ∀0 ≤ q ≤ 3 (19) 

Eqs. (20) and (21) describe the computations of sCRq and sCCq, which 
are achieved by applying a logical OR in the check-bit syndromes of the 
rows and columns, respectively. 

sCrq = sCrq,0 OR sCrq,1 OR sCrq,2 ∀0 ≤ q ≤ 3 (20)  

sCcq = sCc0,q OR sCc1,q OR sCc2,q ∀0 ≤ q ≤ 3 (21) 

Table 1 shows that sCrq and sCcq, together with sPrq and sPcq, are 
used to analyze whether the decoded data contains errors and the type of 
error that has been detected. For each row and column q, a SE is rep-
resented by SErq and SEcq, respectively; similarly, a DE is denoted by 
DErq and DEcq. 

Once an SE is detected, the row and column error positions are ob-
tained by combining the weights of the check-bit syndromes. Eqs. (22) 
and (23) describe the error addresses in the row and column q, 
respectively. 

EArq = 4× sCrq,0 + 2× sCrq,1 + sCrq,2 ∀0 ≤ q ≤ 3 (22)  

EAcq = 4× sCc0,q + 2× sCc1,q + sCc2,q ∀0 ≤ q ≤ 3 (23)  

4. Applied methodology 

Fig. 4 illustrates the main aspects of the work methodology to 
explore the error correction effectiveness achieved by LPC decoding 

algorithms. The research axis A1 proposes to perform the LPC decoding 
with two successive algorithms, an algorithm that corrects SEs (AlgSE) 
and another one that corrects DEs (AlgDE); the structure of the modified 
product code results in lines and columns crossing, which allows using 
DE detection information to infer errors occurring in these crossings, 
increasing the correction power. 

This work employs 16-bit data encoded with LPC and stored in a 
memory in codewords of 48-bit format. Each data reading implies using 
an LPC decoding process over codeword1. Initially, AlgSE decodes 
codeword1, which was extracted from a memory containing LPC- 
encoded data. AlgSE corrects the SEs of codeword1, generating the 
output data1 and the codeword2, which is an input to AlgDE that uses the 
error address provided by Hamming coding to infer DE combinations. 
Finally, AlgDE produces the output data2, which contains fewer or equal 
errors than the output data1. 

Correcting an error placed on a row/column a of the data area 
changes the coding of the column/row b that crosses with the row/ 
column a. This interdependence allows reducing the number of errors in 
the corresponding column/row b, enabling to compute a new Hamming 
coding for exploring novel error corrections. This logical reasoning, 
illustrated in axis A2, led to the exploration of an AlgSE that performs 
consecutive interlaced row/column loops. The goal is to identify the 
maximum number of loops after which an AlgSE can no longer correct 
SEs or the number of errors corrected is insignificant compared to the 
total number of errors. 

The A3 research axis explores the algorithm efficacy when the error 
correction procedure is performed only to the data bits and applied to all 
codeword bits (i.e., data, check, and parity). Besides, the modified 
product code allows us to verify the rows/columns that cross the errors 
occurring in the data area and decide whether the correction should be 
made from this analysis. 

All experiments have a codeword as input produced by the LPC 
coding algorithm. This codeword is changed according to synthetic error 
patterns, enabling the analysis of the correctness of the proposed tech-
niques. The data corrected by the LPC decoder is obtained from the 
AlgSE and AlgDE outputs. Additionally, we implemented versions of 
AlgSE and AlgDE to analyze tradeoffs about the ability to correct versus 
the implementation cost. 

5. Correction technique correlating row-column 

While Ham(8, 4) allows fixing the data and check bits with the same 
efficacy, the way it is used in the LPC affects the error correction rate. 
The LPC matrix format enables to cross row and column data and choose 
fixing errors based on this information. Besides, as the LPC decoder fo-
cuses on the data correction, it is possible to decide whether to correct 
errors in the redundancy bits; this decision increases the data correction 
ability in a subsequent step of the decoder. 

D0,0
D1,0
D2,0
D3,0

Cr0,0
Cr1,1

Cr2,2

Pr0D0,1
D1,1
D2,1
D3,1

Cr0,1
Cr1,2

Cr3,0

Pr1
D0,2
D1,2
D2,2
D3,2

Cr0,2

Cr2,0
Cr3,1

Pr2

D0,3
D1,3
D2,3
D3,3

Cr1,0
Cr2,1

Cr3,2 Pr3
Cc0,0
Cc1,0
Cc2,0
Pc0

Cc0,1
Cc1,1
Cc2,1
Pc1

Cc0,2
Cc1,2
Cc2,2
Pc2

Cc3
Cc1,3
Cc2,3
Pc3

Fig. 3. LPC(48, 16) structure encompassing five regions: data (D), row-check 
(Cr), column-check (Cc), row-parity (Pr), and column-parity (Pc). 

Table 1 
Meaning of the combinations of the syndrome bits.  

sC sP Error detection 

0  0 None – or a possible quadruple error 
0  1 Parity bit – or a possible triple error 
1  0 Even error – a possible Double Error (DE) 
1  1 Odd error – a possible Single Error (SE) 

(sC, sP) are the tuples (sCrq, sPrq) or (sCcq, sPcq) ∀0 ≤ q ≤ 3. 

A1

A3

A2

Codeword1
(48-bit) LPC encoding

SE Correc�on Algorithm (AlgSE)

AlgDE

DE Correc�on 
Algorithm (AlgDE)

LPC decoding

AlgSE0 AlgSE1 AlgSE2 AlgSE3

DCO DRC DCOC DRCC

Codeword2
(48-bit)

Output data1
(16-bit)

Output data2
(16-bit)

MEMreading

Data0Data1. . .DataN-1DataN

Input data (16-bit)

Fig. 4. Methodology applied to LPC decoding.  
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This work implemented and analyzed four error correction tech-
niques applied to AlgSE, which use Ham(8, 4) and rows and columns 
correlation: Data Correction Only (DCO), Data and Redundancy bits 
Correction (DRC), Data Correction Only with Crosscheck (DCOC) and 
Data and Redundancy bits Correction with Crosscheck (DRCC). 

The decoder fixes only the data bits pointed out by the check-bit 
syndromes (i.e., Eqs. (22) and (23)) when applying the DCO tech-
nique; thus, instead of correcting the check and parity bits, they are 
recalculated from the data. 

The DRC technique enables the decoder to correct data, check, or 
parity bits depending on the error address pointed out by the check and 
parity syndromes. 

The decoder corrects data, check, or parity bits pointed by the check 
and parity syndrome bits when using the DRCC technique; however, the 
data bits are only corrected if there is a corresponding row/column 
informing the existence of some error. To correct an error in a row/ 
column, the decoder checks through the SE and DE control variables if 
there is any bit with an error within the corresponding column/line, 
“independent” of this error position. 

The decoder implementing the DCOC technique corrects only the 
data bits and only when the corresponding row/column indicates an 
error. Table 2 summarizes the correction region and whether there is 
crosscheck verification of all AlgSE correction techniques. 

6. Single error correction algorithm - AlgSE 

AlgSE applies SE corrections of type Ham(8, 4) for rows and columns; 
this correction starts recalculating the check and parity bits (Ĉr, Ĉc, P̂r, 
P̂c) using Eqs. (8) to (15), and with these values and the input codeword, 
Eqs. (16) to (19) calculate the syndromes. The Control bits calculation box 
of Fig. 5 implements the set of calculus described above. 

SEs can be corrected iteratively by applying Hamming first on rows 
and then on columns, or vice-versa. We assessed several alternatives 
combining the number of successive errors on column or row correc-
tions. Our experiments demonstrated that AlgSE is more effective when 
starting the error correction for the set (i.e., rows or columns) with the 
highest number of SEs followed by one correction with the other set (i.e., 
rows followed by column or vice-versa). Therefore, AlgSE performs a 
heuristic that decides the correction order using the SEr and SEc vari-
ables, calculated by Eqs. (24) and (25), respectively. 

SEr =
∑3

q=0
SErq (24)  

SEc =
∑3

q=0
SEcq (25) 

If SEc = SEr = 0, the algorithm considers that no SE was detected and 
ends the codeword decoding. Otherwise, AlgSE executes a loop sequence 
controlled by the cont counter. Each algorithm loop corrects first col-
umns and then rows if SEc ≥ SEr, or the opposite when SEc < SEr. 
Corrections to columns and rows occur in the Apply Hamming on col-
umns/rows boxes. 

The experiments used in this work explore up to 4 iterations through 
a sequence of column/row error corrections; because the LPC organi-
zation containing 4 rows and 4 columns does not allow a SE pattern 

needing more than 4 correction passages. 
Fig. 6(a) shows a pattern with 7 SEs in the data area. Fig. 6(b) shows 

these same errors with the corresponding control variables indicating 
whether the algorithm detects an SE or DE in each row and column. The 
double arrows show whether the correction refers to the row or column, 
and the arrow number describes the sequence of correction steps. 

Fig. 6(b) shows that the execution of the method Apply Hamming on 
columns box on steps 1 allows correcting D0, 2. Next, Fig. 6(c) displays 
that the execution of the Control bits calculation box produces two SEs 
(D0, 0 and D1, 1) on rows, which are corrected executing Apply Hamming 
on rows box. Subsequently, AlgSE starts a new loop recomputing SEr and 
SEc variables. Once again, SEc ≥ SEr, thus, Fig. 6(d) illustrates that 
AlgSE applies Hamming on columns to fix bits D3, 0 and D2, 1 in step 3. 
Finally, Fig. 6(d) shows that the control bits are recalculated, resulting in 
two SEs in rows (D2, 3 and D3, 3) that are corrected executing Apply 
Hamming on rows. AlgSE starts the last loop recomputing SEr and SEc 
variables. At this moment, Fig. 6(f) shows that this error pattern was 
entirely correct; thus, SEr = SEc = 0 forcing to stop the AlgSE execution. 

The cont < N test defines the number of loops to be executed by the 
algorithm. The name of the algorithm illustrated in Fig. 4 is associated 
with N; i.e., AlgSE0, …, AlgSE3 correspond to N = 0, …, 3, respectively. 
Any AlgSE greater or equal than AlgSE1 could correct the error pattern 
scenario illustrated in Fig. 6(a). 

The AlgSE loop technique can be done automatically if the algorithm 
evaluates the number of loops needed to correct each pattern dynami-
cally. This evaluation can be done by checking if at least one error 
correction was performed after each loop, and the algorithm ends if 
there are no more error corrections. However, this type of exploration is 
not the focus of this work. 

Table 2 
Crosscheck and correction regions of the AlgSE correction techniques.  

Technique Correction Crosscheck verification 

Data bits Data + check bits 

DCO X   
DRC  X  
DCOC X  X 
DRCC  X X  

Stop

Start

SEr and SEc 
computa�on 

SEr = 0
SEc = 0

n

y

cont++

cont < N

n

y

SEc ≥ SEr
y n

Control bits 
calcula�on

Control bits 
calcula�on

Control bits 
calcula�on

Control bits 
calcula�on

Apply Hamming on 
columns

Apply Hamming on 
rows

Control bits 
calcula�on

Apply Hamming on 
rows

Apply Hamming on 
columns

cont=0

Fig. 5. High-level description of AlgSE.  
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7. Double error correction strategy 

The DE correction makes a cross-analysis of DEs detected in rows and 
columns, increasing the ability to correct data in a product code. This 
technique is based on the LPC matrix format, which checks all data bits 
using Ham(8, 4) arranged in columns and rows. While Ham(8, 4) is a 
SECDED code, the rows and columns crossing allows inferring DEs by 
the majority analysis of the error events.  

A. Technique description 

The correction technique analyzes all DE combinations with the 
corresponding error values obtained by the syndrome computation. 
Each DE combination produces a one-bit codeword address that the 
syndromes would point to as the cause of a SE. Although this address 
does not point to the real source of the error, it is used to associate 
groups of DEs. 

The extended Hamming code does not employ the parity bit in the 
error-bit address calculation; thus, although Ham(8, 4) consists of 8 bits, 

only 7 bits are used, resulting in 21 combinations of DEs 
(

7
2

)

. The 

syndromes produce 7 error addresses computed by Eqs. (22) and (23), 
with DEs being homogeneously distributed in 21 combinations, so each 
address corresponds to 3 DEs. For example, address 1 is produced 
whenever there are DEs described in the following three tuples: (D2,D3), 
(D0,C1) and (D1,C0). Fig. 7 partially shows the 21 DE combinations, 

with the corresponding syndromes and the reference address for each 
combination. 

Fig. 7 does not show the parity bits of the recalculated codeword and 
the syndrome fields to emphasize only the combinatorial analysis. 
However, it is essential to note that no error tuple changes the recal-
culated parity bits, as they are only DEs; thus, the parity syndromes are 
zeroed. For each codeword, the OR-logic of the verification syndrome 
bits results in one (Eqs. (20) and (21)), and the parity syndrome is zero, 
indicating the DE presence (refer to Table 1). 

Table 3 displays the 21 combinations, shown in Fig. 7, grouped in 
sets of three tuples. Table 3 also shows the address used to reference the 
bitflip in the case of SE correction.  

B. Description of the DE correction algorithm - AlgDE 

Fig. 8 illustrates that AlgDE encompasses two steps. The first step 
contains two nested loops (between lines 5 and 37) used to fill the data 
matrix, which points out the bits of the data area where the DEs may 
have occurred. The second step contains two other nested loops (be-
tween lines 38 and 43) that invert the data bits identified as DE in the 
data matrix. 

AlgDE has, as inputs, the EAr and EAc integer vectors (Eqs. (22) and 
(23)), the Boolean vectors DEr and DEc, and the tab matrix, which is 
constructed from the logic described in Table 3, as illustrated in Fig. 9. 
Additionally, the algorithm can read/write from/in the decWord matrix 
that contains the data in the LPC format. 

AlgDE starts by zeroing the data matrix, which has the same size as 
the LPC data area; the redundancy bits are not part of this matrix, as only 
the data region is double-checked. 

The outermost loop of the first step controls the correction of the DEs 
detected in the rows (rc = 0) and, later, in the columns (rc = 1), using the 
variable rc in all decisions corresponding to the row or column. The 
innermost loop runs through the four rows or four columns of the data 
matrix. The variable vDE informs that rows or columns are analyzed 

SE
DE

X
X

X

SE
0

2
1

3

0 1 2 3 DE

(f)
X

X
X

X

SE

SE

0

2
1

3

0 1 2 3

XDE

X
X

DE

(e)

X

X

XX
X

X

X
X

X

SE

SE

0

2
1

3

0 1 2 3

X X XDE

X

X
X

DE

(b)
1

2

X
X X

X
X X

SE

SE

0

2
1

3

0 1 2 3

X X XDE

X
X

DE

(d)
3

X

X

XX
X

X

X
X

SE

SE

0

2
1

3

0 1 2 3

X X XDE

X

X
X

DE

(c)

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

0

2
1

3

0 1 2 3

(a)

4

Fig. 6. Example of SE correction in the data area obtained through consecutive AlgSE loops. The check and parity bits did not contain errors and were omitted to 
avoid overloading the figure. 

Co
m

b. Codeword Recomp. Syndromes Double 
errorD0 D1 D2 D3 C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2 sC0 sC1 sC2 EA

1 E E E 0 0 1 1 D2 D3
2 E E E E 0 0 1 1 D0 C1
3 E E E E 0 0 1 1 D1 C0
4 E E E 0 1 0 2 D1 D3
5 E E E E 0 1 0 2 D0 C2
6 E E E E 0 1 0 2 D2 C0

...
19 E E E E 1 1 1 7 D0 C0
20 E E E E 1 1 1 7 D1 C1
21 E E E E 1 1 1 7 D2 C2

3 5 6 7 4 2 1
Error address (EA)

Legend: symbol ‘E’ represents an error in a bit within the codeword.

Fig. 7. DE combinations for Ham(8, 4). The parity bit is not represented, as it is 
not used to calculate the reference address, which is limited to 21 combina-

tions 
(

7
2

)

. 

Table 3 
The 21 combinations of DEs grouped according to the address produced by the 
check-bit syndromes.  

Address Single error Double errors 

1 C2 D2, D3 D0, C1 D1, C0 
2 C1 D1, D3 D0, C2 D2, C0 
3 D0 D1, D2 D3, C0 C1, C2 
4 C0 D0, D3 D1, C2 D2, C1 
5 D1 D0, D2 D3, C1 C0, C2 
6 D2 D0, D1 D3, C2 C0, C1 
7 D3 D0, C0 D1, C1 D2, C2  
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only if there is a DE. In case of an error, the add variable receives the 
address that identifies the DE in the row or column. The add variable is 
decremented from 1 to point to the first index of the tab matrix (see the 

relationship of the Address column to the tab indexes in Fig. 9). 
The variables b1 and b2 receive the first and second elements of the 

error tuples associated with the second index of the tab matrix; this 
second level has dimension 3, implying that the loop between lines 11 
and 29 is executed three times. The DE pointed in a row is checked with 
the corresponding columns that must also point to a DE; if so, e1 and/or 
e2 receive 1. However, this check is not performed when b1 or b2 points 
to a redundancy bit (i.e., b1 ≥ 4 or b2 ≥ 4) since LPC does not double- 
check redundancies. 

Lines 21 and 25 increment the positions equivalent to each tuple 
element in the data matrix for any valid error tuple. The goal is to get the 
data matrix to indicate the correct DE combination by crossing rows and 
columns. If there is a DE in the data, the data matrix will have at least 
one bit incremented twice due to the passage through the rows and 
columns, resulting in a cell with value 2. The combinations (C1,C2), (C0, 
C2), and (C0,C1), described in lines 3, 5, and 6 of Table 3, respectively, 
have only check bits. Thus, these combinations do not change the data 
matrix; they are placed in the tab matrix only for the logical complete-
ness of the matrix. 

AlgDE uses the variable expt to catch an exception when the variable 
vDE informs that there is a DE in a row/column, but there is no indi-
cation of this DE in the corresponding column/row. This exception 
happens when DE is a combination of the parity bit and a data or check 
bit. AlgDE considers only the parity and data bits combinations since the 
code correction is done only in the data area. If the loop execution be-
tween lines 11 and 29 does not produce at least one DE entry, lines 22 
and 26 will not be executed, keeping expt at 0; thus, the algorithm de-
duces that the DE was related to the parity, causing the data associated 
with the parity bit to be increased in the data matrix (line 33). Line 31 
associates the address of each data with the address obtained in the EAr 
or EAc vector. In this case, the address of the DE is the same as the 
address of an SE since the parity bit does not change EAr or EAc; i.e., add 
equal 3, 5, 6, and 7 means data bits D0, D1, D2 and D3, respectively. 

Instead of using an exception mechanism, the tab matrix could have 
dimensions [7,4,2], making each address have four possible DE combi-
nations instead of just 3. However, the analysis performed within the 
AlgDE execution showed that the number of errors fixed was higher 
when using an exception mechanism. By increasing the number of valid 
combinations, the number of false DEs also increased, reducing the ef-
ficacy of the algorithm. 

AlgDE finishes by performing the second step, which makes a nested 
double loop changing all the positions of the codeword that had a double 
increment in the data matrix.  

C. AlgDE application examples 

Fig. 10 to Fig. 12 exemplify three scenarios containing several types 

Fig. 8. Pseudo-code of the DE correction algorithm - AlgDE.  

0
0 1 2

2 3 0 5 1 410 10 10

1
0 1 2

1 3 0 6 2 410 10 10

2
0 1 2

1 3 3 4 5 610 10 10

3
0 1 2

0 3 1 5 2 510 10 10

4
0 1 2

0 2 3 5 4 610 10 10

5
0 1 2

0 1 3 6 4 510 10 10

6
0 1 2

0 4 1 5 2 610 10 10

tab[7][3][2]

Double errors Address

D2, D3 D0, C1 D1, C0 1

D1, D3 D0, C2 D2, C0 2

D1, D2 D3, C0 C1, C2 3

D0, D3 D1, C2 D2, C1 4

D0, D2 D3, C1 C0, C2 5

D0, D1 D3, C2 C0, C1 6

D0, C0 D1, C1 D2, C2 7

Fig. 9. Composition of the tab matrix from Table 3.  

D0 D1 D2 D3 Cr0 Cr1 Cr2 sCr0 sCr1 sCr2 EAr DEr
D0 E E 1 1 6 1
D1 E E 1 1 6 1
D2
D3
Cc0 D0 D1 D2 D3 Cr0Cr1Cr2

D0 2 2 1 1
D1 2 2 1 1
D2
D3
Cc0 1 1

LPCCc1 1 1
Cc2

Cc1
Cc2
sCc0 1 1
sCc1 1 1
sCc2
EAc 6 6
DEc 1 1

Fig. 10. Scenario containing four bitflips that generate four DEs annotated in 
the row control variables (DEr) and columns (DEc). A rectangle with double 
edges represents the data matrix. 
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of DEs with the related syndromes (sC0, sC1, sC2), DE control signals 
(DEr and DEc), as well as addresses regarding the computed error (EAr 
and EAc). The lower right rectangle of each figure depicts the structure 
of the LPC code with the data matrix computation; additionally, the 
areas referring to the check bits are presented, although they are not 
present within AlgDE, to show the computed error tuples. For easy 
viewing, cells with a value of 0 are shown without content. 

Fig. 10 contains only DEs with address 6, indicating that the error 
tuples are (D0,D1), (D3,C2), and (C0,C1). The execution of AlgDE ver-
ifies that the pair (D3,C2) cannot be a source of DE since the column and 
the row associated with D3 have vDE = 0. Therefore, only the tuples 
(D0,D1) and (C0,C1) could be the source of DE. Since the redundancy 
bits are not double-checked, only the pair (D0,D1) is incremented in the 
data matrix. Consequently, at the end of the first step, the data matrix 
will have only the bits that had an error noted with the value 2, allowing 
the second step of AlgDE to invert these four bits, correcting the entire 
data area. 

Fig. 11 illustrates three columns and three rows with DEs; i.e., only 
the row associated with D3 and the column associated with D1 are 
correct. These lines are used to reduce the possibility of valid error 
tuples. Thus, address 4 for the first line indicates that only the tuples 
(D0,D3) and (D2,C1) are valid, while the tuple (D1,C2) is not valid. A 
similar situation occurs with address one on the line, which invalidates 
the tuple (D1,C0), and with addresses 5, 3, and 6 in the columns, where 
the tuples (D3,C1), (D3,C0), and (D3,C2), respectively, are not valid. 
After only increasing the cells referring to the valid tuples, the data 
matrix has a set of cells with a value of 2, another with a value of 1, and 
the rest with a value of 0 (cells without content). Again, the final step of 
AlgDE can correctly invert all the DEs contained in the data, reaching 
100% efficiency in correction and errors. 

The error scenario of Fig. 12 contains DEs in data and redundancy 
bits, as well as SEs in some redundancy bits. SEs are not reported to 
AlgDE, so the algorithm assumes that rows or columns have no error in 
these cases. This situation causes EAr = 5 to refer only to the tuples (D3, 
C1) and (C0,C2), and EAr = 2 to refer only to the tuple (D0,C2). Simi-
larly, EAc = 6 points only to the tuples (D3,C2) and (C0,C1), and EAc = 7 
points only to the tuple (D0,C0). When executing AlgDE, the data matrix 
will contain only the DEs occurring in the data bits annotated with the 
value 2. The final step of AlgDE inverts the two corresponding bits in the 
decWord matrix, making all the data have the correct values; i.e., the 
algorithm achieves 100% effectiveness in correcting errors.  

D. LPC miscorrection discussion 

This section discusses some miscorrection cases of LPC regarding 
AlgSE and AlgDE algorithms. 

Ham(8, 4) presents anomalies with three or more error patterns. An 
anomaly example happens when having errors in the first three data bits 

(D0,D1,D2) since the check bits remain the same, preventing error 
detection. The parity bit included in the extended Hamming code en-
ables to infer this anomaly but not detect the error position; thus, 
reducing the efficacy of 1D ECCs based on Hamming. Another anomaly 
example is the occurrence of errors in the three check bits; in this case, 
the code points to an error in D3, and the parity would wrongly confirm 
the error and, consequently, 1D ECCs based on Hamming perform a 
miscorrection. Fortunately, 2D ECCs like LPC can crosscheck rows and 
columns to mitigate this anomaly and other complex error patterns, only 
failing when the number of errors is very high. Fig. 13 displays two 
specific error patterns cases of miscorrection. 

On the one hand, Fig. 13(a) shows that the first three bits of the first 
row are changed and the check-bit syndromes of this row cannot identify 
the errors. However, the syndromes of the first three columns identify 
the errors in the D0 bit, enabling to carry out the correction through the 
AlgSE algorithm (see Fig. 5). On the other hand, Fig. 13(b) shows a more 
aggressive error pattern that leads the AlgSE algorithm to miss correct 
the D3 bit of the last data row. This miscorrection happens because 
crosschecking rows and columns point to the same bit error. 

AlgDE does not have SE information as input; thus, it must be used in 
conjunction with AlgSE, and the experimental results show that the 
AlgDE efficacy is superior when performed after AlgSE. The DEs 
correction technique does not correct redundancy bits, as they can be 
recalculated from the data. Consequently, whenever the technique can 
correct 100% of the data, it will achieve 100% effectiveness. 

Like AlgSE, AlgDE does not guarantee the correction of all DEs for 
any scenario. Additionally, this technique is subject to anomalous situ-
ations; e.g., DEs generated in the check bits can be wrongly calculated as 

D0 D1 D2 D3 Cr0 Cr1 Cr2 sCr0 sCr1 sCr2 EAr DEr
D0 E E 1 4 1
D1 E E 1 1 1
D2 E E 1 1 5 1
D3
Cc0 D0 D1 D2 D3 Cr0Cr1Cr2

D0 2 1 2 1
D1 1 2 2 1
D2 2 2 1 1 1
D3 1
Cc0 1 1

LPCCc1 1 1
Cc2 1 1

Cc1
Cc2
sCc0 1 1
sCc1 1 1
sCc2 1 1
EAc 5 3 6
DEc 1 1 1

Fig. 11. Scenario containing six bitflips that generate six DEs noted in the row 
(DEr) and column (DEc) control variables. 

D0 D1 D2 D3 Cr0 Cr1 Cr2 sCr0 sCr1 sCr2 EAr DEr
D0 E E 1 1 5 1
D1 E 1 4
D2 E 1 2
D3 E E 1 2 1
Cc0 E E E D0 D1 D2 D3 Cr0Cr1Cr2

D0 2 1 1 1
D1
D2
D3 2 1
Cc0 1 1

LPCCc1 1
Cc2 1

Cc1
Cc2 E
sCc0 1 1 1 1
sCc1 1 1
sCc2 1
EAc 6 4 4 7
DEc 1 1

Fig. 12. Scenario containing ten bitflips that generate two DEs annotated in the 
row control variables (DEr) and columns (DEc), in addition to 4 unique errors 
not reported to AlgDE. 

D0 D1 D2 D3 Cr0 Cr1 Cr2 sCc0 sCc1 sCc2 sP EAr
D0 E E E 1 0
D1
D2
D3
Cc0
Cc1
Cc2
sCr0
sCr1 1 1 1
sCr2 1 1 1
sP 1 1 1

EAc 3 3 3

D0 D1 D2 D3 Cr0 Cr1 Cr2 sCc0 sCc1 sCc2 sP EAr
D0 0 0 0 0 0
D1 0 0
D2 0 0
D3 E E E 1 1 1 1 7
Cc0 E
Cc1 E
Cc2 E
sCr0 1
sCr1 1
sCr2 1
sP 1

EAc 7

D0 address

Non-error flag

D3 address

D
3 address

(b)

(a)

Fig. 13. Two error scenarios whose AlgSE (a) can correct errors and (b) miss 
correct errors. Each bitflip is represented by E. 
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DEs in the data bits. However, these anomalies only exist when the 
number of errors increases a lot, more precisely with eight or more er-
rors. Fig. 14 exemplifies an anomaly case; two error scenarios generate 
the same syndrome values, preventing AlgDE from inferring the right 
error positions; thus, the AlgDE execution corrects the data area, inde-
pendent of the error scenario. 

8. Experimental results 

This section reports the experimental setup and results regarding the 
decoding techniques and algorithms described in Sections 4 to 7.  

A. Control-Data Flow of the Experiments 

The central aspect addressed in this work is the LPC correction ca-
pacity concerning different techniques and algorithmic approaches. 
Therefore, Fig. 15 displays the control-data flow followed by all exper-
iments, except for the implementation costs evaluation. The control 
flow, which contains a double nested loop, is described by double ar-
rows, while dashed arrows describe the data flow. 

The control-data flow starts by assigning 1 to the number of errors #e 
that each scenario will have, then executing the outermost loop 
controlled by the #e ≤ totErr comparison. For each outermost loop 
execution, the flow performs all combinations of scenarios with #e er-
rors, and totErr is an arbitrary number; in experiments that evaluate 
errors in the data and redundancy areas exhaustively, totErr is equal to 
16 and 32, respectively; however, for scenarios with errors placed 
throughout the codeword, only 10 or 11 errors were explored due to the 
high number of combinations. 

At each entry in the outermost loop, the errSE and errDE variables 
that control the number of errors found in the AlgSE and AlgDE exe-
cutions for a given #e are reset. The innermost loop starts with the Error 
pattern Generator, which represents the procedure that receives code-
word0, containing a set of data encoded in LPC, and #e, producing 
codeword1, which is equivalent to codeword0 with the injection of #e 
errors. 

codeword1 is input from AlgSE, which applies SE correction rules. If 
AlgSE corrects all errors, it receives a new pattern with the same number 
of #e errors. This procedure is done exhaustively in the entire evaluated 
area (containing #a bits). Depending on the experiment, #a can be 16, 
32, or 48, corresponding to the data area, redundancy, or the entire 
codeword, respectively. This exhaustive procedure makes the number of 

combinations evaluated for each #e equal to 
(
#a
#e

)
. For example, in an 

experiment that evaluates all possible scenarios of 8 errors in the data 

area, the number of combinations is equal to 
(

16
8

)

= 12,870. 

If AlgSE does not correct all the errors injected into the codeword1, 
then the variable errSE is incremented, and AlgDE receives the code-
word2, which is the codeword1 containing the corrections made by AlgSE, 
as input. Similarly, AlgDE applies the DE correction rules, producing a 
new data area that is next compared with the codeword0 data area. If the 
data is the same, then AlgDE was able to correct an error scenario that 
had not been entirely corrected by AlgSE. Otherwise, the variable errDE 
is incremented. 

The innermost loop continues executing until all #e error scenarios 
are generated. When the innermost loop ends, errSE and errDE will 
contain the total number of errors not corrected in the AlgSE and AlgDE 
stages, respectively, for all combinations of #e errors. Subsequently, the 
flow re-executes the procedures of the outermost loop, which increments 
#e, while #e ≤ totErr. Eq. (26) computes the total number of combina-
tions (#totComb) that the decoding flow performs; e.g., to evaluate error 
scenarios across the codeword (i.e., #a = 48) in the range #e = [1,10], 
the decoding algorithm is executed 8,682,997,470. 

#totComb =
∑totErr

#e=1

(#a
#e

)
(26)    

B. Evaluation of the error correction technique with row-column 
crosschecking 

Section 5 presents the DCO, DCOC, DRC, and DRCC techniques that 
allow correcting only data or data and redundancy, inferring or not 
errors by crosschecking rows and columns. Fig. 16 shows the correction 
capacity of each technique for scenarios from 1 to 10 errors, taking as a 
reference the correction values obtained with DRCC, which resulted in 
fewer error corrections for all scenarios. 

All techniques achieved a 100% error correction rate in scenarios 
with 1 or 2 bitflips; however, with 3 or more bitflips, the techniques 

D0 D1 D2 D3 Cr0 Cr1 Cr2 sCc0 sCc1 sCc2 EAr DErq
D0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
D1 E E 0 1 1 0 1 1 3 1
D2 E E 0 1 1 0 1 1 3 1
D3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cc0 0 0 0 0 DEr = 2
Cc1 0 1 1 0
Cc2 0 1 1 0
sCr0 0 0 0 0
sCr1 0 1 1 0
sCr2 0 1 1 0
EAc 0 3 3 0
DEcq 0 1 1 0 2DEc =

D0 D1 D2 D3 Cr0 Cr1 Cr2 sCc0 sCc1 sCc2 EAr DErq
D0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
D1 0 E E 0 1 1 3 1
D2 0 E E 0 1 1 3 1
D3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cc0 0 0 0 0 DEr = 2
Cc1 0 E E 0
Cc2 0 E E 0
sCr0 0 0 0 0
sCr1 0 1 1 0
sCr2 0 1 1 0
EAc 0 3 3 0
DEcq 0 1 1 0 2DEc =

Fig. 14. Two error scenarios that generate the same syndrome values. Conse-
quently, AlgDE produces a miscorrection if the errors are in the check bits since 
the four internal data bits will be flipped. 

totErr
(1 0, 1 1, 1 6, 32 )

Codeword1 + 
error pa�ern

4

Decoded word 
(16-bit)

#a
#e

n

y

Codeword2 + 
error pa�ern

n

Decoded word 
(16-bit)

n

y

Error pa�ern 
generator

AlgSE

Is equal
Input Data

Start

All error 
pa�erns

Is equal
Input Data

AlgDE

y

Stop

Codeword0

n

y

errSE++

errDE++

#e � 1

errSE � 0
errDE � 0

#e ≤ totErr#e++

#e – Number of errors
of each scenario

#a – Number of bits of
each evaluated area

#e, errSE, errDE

Fig. 15. Basic control-data flow applied in the experiments. The control flow is 
represented by double lines, while dashed lines represent the data flow. 
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exhibit different correction capabilities. Fig. 16(a) shows that DCO, 
DRC, and DCOC increase the error correction capacity for scenarios of 
up to 8 errors when compared to the DRCC reference. With 9 error 
scenarios, only DCOC still shows a growth trend, but the relative error 
correction capacity tends to reduce from this point on. 

DCO and DCOC provide to AlgSE almost the same efficacy up to 7 
error scenarios, with a small advantage for the DCO technique. How-
ever, Fig. 16(b) shows that when associating AlgDE with the decoder, 
DCO obtains even more significant results, which are only overcome 
from scenarios with 9 errors or more. DCO results in greater correction 
efficacy for AlgSE with up to 7 error scenarios, and this efficacy is 
enhanced with the application of AlgDE. However, aggregating AlgDE in 
the decoder produces an anomalous correction behavior. From 8 error 
scenarios, although DCOC exhibits better results than DCO for AlgSE, 
the same does not happen in the decoding result when AlgDE is added, 
suggesting that some corrections made during the AlgSE execution 
prevented some corrections performed by AlgDE. 

The experimental results suggest that LPC is more effective when 
correcting only data errors, without considering the redundancy errors, 
due to the matrix format allowing the data verification to occur both by 
columns and by rows. Additionally, the iterative method with the 
crosschecking technique, which corrects errors only when the equiva-
lent row/column also points out an error, is effective only when the 
number of errors grows a lot, as in this case, the technique minimizes the 
possibility of wrong corrections.  

C. Evaluation of the AlgSE iterative approach 

This section presents the results of AlgSE error correction capacity in 
terms of the correction heuristics and iterative degree. All the experi-
ments performed in this subsection use AlgSE with the DCO technique. 
As described in Section 6, this work explored several heuristics to 
determine the most efficacy error correction procedure. In this experi-
ment, we describe the results of four heuristics: BasicLoop - each itera-
tion first corrects rows then corrects columns (the procedure, starting 
with columns and then rows, produces the same results due to the 

symmetry of the code and the exhaustive evaluation); InvertLoop - in 
one iteration corrects rows after columns, in the subsequent iteration 
inverts the order, and so on; PriorityLoop - each iteration corrects only 
rows or columns, privileging those with the highest number of SEs. This 
method makes twice as many iterations so that the number of row/ 
column corrections is the same for all methods; FairPriorityLoop - each 
iteration corrects rows and then corrects columns or vice versa; the 
number of SEs defines the row/column or column/row order. 

Fig. 17(a) and (b) show the relative error correction capacity of each 
heuristic, considering only AlgSE and the joint effect of applying AlgDE, 
respectively. The experiment shows that the FairPriorityLoop heuristic 
is the most effective for all evaluated error scenarios. The BasicLoop 
heuristic, adopted by most of the works presented in Section 2, is less 
efficacious than FairPriorityLoop, but much higher than the other heu-
ristics. We adopted the FairPriorityLoop heuristic to execute all other 
experiments due to the results obtained in this experiment. 

Next, we evaluated the iterative effectiveness of error correction for 
the LPC. Table 4 presents the correction percentage for scenarios from 1 
to 10 errors, with AlgSE performing from one to four loops; the exper-
iment uses the DCO technique with the FairPriorityLoop heuristic. 

The results display that AlgSE obtains the same correction efficacy 
for up to three bitflips regardless of the number of loops. For scenarios 
with four and five bitflips, the second iteration level increases the 
correction efficacy significantly. With six and seven bitflips, a third 
iterative level increases the number of corrected errors, and a fourth 
iterative level is needed from scenarios with eight bitflips. However, the 
gains obtained become smaller in percentage as the number of errors in 
the scenarios grows. 

Additionally, as discussed in Section 6, all the iterative levels higher 
than four achieve the same error correction efficacy. This experiment 
concludes that AlgSE1 is almost as good as AlgSE3, with much less 
execution time.  

D. Evaluation of the AlgDE error correction efficacy 

Table 5 displays pairs of lines containing error correction values; the 
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first line describes the error correction capacity obtained with AlgSE and 
the second one depicts the increase of this capacity when inserting 
AlgDE. This experiment uses AlgSE with 1 to 4 iterations, DCO tech-
nique, and FairPriorityLoop heuristic. AlgDE improves the correction 
capacity for all error scenarios, allowing LPC to achieve 100% correction 
for 3 error scenarios; besides, for 4 error scenarios, LPC decoding rea-
ches an efficacy between 97.8% and 99.3%. 

Fig. 18, obtained from Table 5, highlights the ability to correct errors 
with and without AlgDE. Fig. 18(a) shows, in values relative to AlgSE, 
that the maximum gain of AlgDE occurs with scenarios of 7 errors; e.g., 
AlgSE3 manages to achieve only 49.93% error correction, and when 
inserting AlgDE, error correction reaches 72.85%, i.e., a 22.92% in-
crease. Fig. 18(b) reveals that when inserting AlgDE, the percentage of 
absolute gain in error correction is increased up to scenarios with 9 

errors, and then gradually, the gain is reduced. Due to the high 
computational cost, we did not extend this assessment to scenarios with 
more errors; however, it is possible to note that for scenarios with 11 
errors, the LPC encoding results in values lower than 5%, not justifying 
explorations of more aggressive error scenarios. 

The results of this experiment emphasize that the effectiveness in 
correcting errors provided by AlgDE is not negligible. Additionally, it 
allows us to verify that the gains for AlgSE0, which has the least 
complexity, are higher than for the more complex algorithms (i.e., 
AlgSE1, AlgSE2, and AlgSE3), where there is practically no relative 
difference.  

E. Data and redundancy implementations in memory 

The previous subsection focuses on correcting the data and the parity 
regions together. This subsection assesses the effect of errors occurring 
in the data and redundancy regions separately; consequently, it is 
necessary to emphasize that the error correction rates presented in this 
subsection differ from those shown in the previous subsection. The 
importance of this analysis lies in the possibility of choosing Commercial 
Off The Shelf (COTS) or RADiation HARDening (RAD-HARD) memories 
in critical applications. On the one hand, COTS components in space 
applications provide state-of-the-art memory technologies that reduce 
the design and implementation costs compared to RAD-HARD memory 
costs. On the other hand, although a RAD-HARD memory is not entirely 
insensitive to radiation, it is much more reliable than a COTS memory 
[56–59]. 

We propose implementing LPC in a heterogeneous memory system - 
a 16-bit memory containing data and a 32-bit memory covering the 
redundancy bits. The data writing and reading are carried out simulta-
neously in these memories by an encoder/decoder circuit responsible for 
synchronizing the information. Therefore, we explored the efficiency of 
memory technology in data and redundancy regions. 

The experiments presented in this subsection use AlgSE with one 
iteration, DCO technique, and FairPriorityLoop heuristic. Fig. 19 dis-
plays the correction capacity for all combinations with up to 16 bitflips 
in the data area only, considering both the potential of only applying 
AlgSE and the joint use of AlgSE with AlgDE. The experiment shows that 
for scenarios of up to 3 errors, the correction capacity is 100%. This 
capacity remains above 90% with 4 and 5 errors; however, the correc-
tion efficacy declines dramatically - the error correction capacity is null 
from 9 errors on. 

Fig. 20 illustrates the correction capacity for all combinations with 
up to 32 bitflips, regarding only AlgSE since AlgDE is not applicable in 
the redundancy area. Although the errors are in the redundancy region, 

Table 4 
Error correction percentage considering the AlgSE iterative procedure and scenarios from 1 to 10 errors.  

Errors 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

AlgSE0  100  100  98.52  92.31  79.94  62.46  43.07  25.97  13.6816  6.344343 
AlgSE1  100  100  98.52  93.83  84.15  68.81  49.69  30.73  16.0830  7.150572 
AlgSE2  100  100  98.52  93.83  84.15  68.91  49.93  30.97  16.1790  7.166544 
AlgSE3  100  100  98.52  93.83  84.15  68.91  49.93  30.98  16.1793  7.166537  

Table 5 
Error correction efficacy of AlgSE alone and AlgSE together with AlgDE, considering scenarios from 1 to 11 errors.  

Errors 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

AlgSE0  100  100  98.52  92.31  79.94  62.46  43.07  25.97  13.68  6.34  2.62 
AlgSE0 + AlgDE  100  100  100  97.80  92.01  81.55  65.31  44.97  25.21  11.19  4.13 
AlgSE1  100  100  98.52  93.83  84.15  68.81  49.69  30.73  16.08  7.15  2.78 
AlgSE1 + AlgDE  100  100  100  99.30  96.22  88.02  72.61  51.07  28.71  12.36  4.29 
AlgSE2  100  100  98.52  93.83  84.15  68.91  49.93  30.97  16.18  7.17  2.78 
AlgSE2 + AlgDE  100  100  100  99.30  96.22  88.12  72.85  51.32  28.83  12.38  4.29 
AlgSE3  100  100  98.52  93.83  84.15  68.91  49.93  30.98  16.18  7.17  2.78 
AlgSE3 + AlgDE  100  100  100  99.30  96.22  88.12  72.85  51.32  28.83  12.38  4.29  
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the corrections are applied to the data. Thus, we are evaluating errors in 
the redundancy area that generate false errors in the data area, implying 
wrong corrections that modify the data. 

The correction capacity is maintained above 90% up to 6 bitflips, 
decreasing smoothly until zero with 16 bitflips. From 16 to 31 bitflips, 
the correction capacity is less than 10%, with less than 3%, on average. 
Finally, when the entire redundancy area is in error (i.e., 32 upsets), 
AlgSE reaches 100% correction because when inverting all redundancy 
bits, there is no correction made in the data area. 

These experiments show that the data region degrades more quickly 
than the redundancy region. Thus, we propose that the physical 
implementation of the data area be made with a less-sensitive radiation 
memory, such as a RAD-HARD, and the redundancy area be imple-
mented with a COTS memory.  

F. LPC encoder and decoder syntheses 

Table 6 presents the synthesis results of the LPC encoder and AlgSE0, 
AlgSE1, and AlgDE algorithms used in LPC decoding. We implemented 
all AlgSEs with DRC and FairPriorityLoop. The results include area 
consumption, power dissipation, and delay, achieved with the Cadence 
RTL Compiler software for CMOS technology with the 65 nm COR-
E65GPSVT standard cell library under normal operating conditions. The 
entire hardware implementation was performed with combinational 
circuits described in Verilog. We only show a subset of the encoding and 
decoding algorithms, aiming to elucidate the order of magnitude of the 

synthesis costs. 
The LPC encoder has a very low implementation complexity that 

reflects values of magnitude lower than those obtained in decoding. The 
comparison between AlgSE0 and AlgSE1 shows that the iterative degree 
more than doubles the area and power values. AlgSE0 and AlgSE1 have 
critical paths of near delay; however, AlgSE1 requires one more clock 
cycle for the second algorithm iteration. 

Additionally, AlgDE has an implementation cost close to AlgSE0. 
Concerning area consumption and power dissipation, the implementa-
tion of AlgSE0 associated with AlgDE results in a lower cost than the 
implementation of AlgSE1 alone. Finally, the combined evaluation of 
the synthesis information together with the error correction values 
(Table 6) shows that AlgSE0 + AlgDE is more effective and efficient than 
AlgSE1.  

G. LPC compared to other Space Application ECCs 

This last section correlates the LPC correction algorithms with other 
ECC correction methods designed for space applications. Except for 
BCH, we used the error correction and synthesis costs provided by the 
related works; as illustrated by Fig. 21, this consideration limited the 
error correction rates for scenarios with 1 to 5 errors. 

We highlight that only LPC and PCoSA [19] were evaluated by 
exhaustive methods of inserting faults, taking all possible error scenarios 
into account. The other ECCs [15,21,23,24,60] considered specific error 
patterns (e.g., scenarios with only adjacent or burst errors), which 
drastically reduces the number of scenarios to be assessed. This fact 
privileges designing high-effective algorithms with low implementation 
costs, not allowing a fair comparison among ECCs. We chose the AlgSE0 
+ AlgDE combination to represent the LPC decoding algorithms, a 
highly effective combination that does not penalize the synthesis cost 
excessively. Fig. 21 reveals that although the algorithms used in PCoSA 
and LPC focus on correcting any error pattern, they reach the highest 
correction rates. Also, the union of AlgSE with AlgDE makes LPC have a 
correction capacity superior to PCoSA. On the one hand, BCH can cor-
rect all 3-error patterns (in burst format), whereas there are 3-error 
patterns where EG-LDPC cannot correct all bitflips. On the other hand, 
the correction capacity of EG-LDPC degrades very slowly with the in-
crease in the number of errors, but the BCH quickly reduces the 
correction capacity from three errors. 

Table 7 presents the synthesis costs of the six ECCs for the same 65 
nm CMOS technology. Additionally, the last column of Table 7 shows 
the redundancy rate (RR) for each code, given the number of 
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Table 6 
Analysis of area consumption, power dissipation, and delay for the LPC encoder 
and decoder circuits.  

LPC circuit Area (μm2) Power (uW) Delay (ns) 

Encoder  340  17  0.14 

Decoder 
AlgSE0  2724  260  1.94 
AlgSE1  5890  730  2.00 
AlgDE  2218  290  1.64  
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Fig. 21. Analysis of the error correction capacity of seven 2D ECCs; the red 
double-bordered rectangle surrounds ECCs that achieve 100% correction with 
up to three errors. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure 
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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redundancy bits compared to the total number of codeword bits. We use 
the work of Ma, Cui, and Lee [60] to calculate the BCH data, scaling the 
90 nm to 65 nm CMOS technology with the estimate provided by 
DeepScaleTool [61]. 

Table 7 shows that LPC surpasses PCoSA in almost all the items 
evaluated in this work, except for the delay caused by executing two 
algorithms in series. However, the low complexity of the other ECC al-
gorithms implies gains in all synthesis aspects compared to AlgSE0 +
AlgDE. 

9. Conclusions 

This work shows that LPC allows exploring techniques in several 
axes, attaining high error correction efficacy with low synthesis costs. 
We proposed implementing the LPC decoder with two consecutive al-
gorithms, which correct single errors (AlgSE) and double errors (AlgDE). 

We explored three research axes with AlgSE: (i) the number of iter-
ations of the algorithm, (ii) the use of a heuristic to choose the row/ 
column or column/row correction order, and (iii) the decision of the 
region and the way to correct errors. The results showed a slight gain 
from the second iteration, with no improvement observed with more 
than four iterations. The FairPriorityLoop heuristic, which always cor-
rects the row/column pair at each iteration, prioritizes the one with 
more SEs, showed greater effectiveness without additional imple-
mentation cost. The DCOC technique that checks for errors and corrects 
only the data has achieved the highest efficacy, in general, standing 
behind DCO, which does not check for errors, only when the number of 
errors is in the range 4 to 8. 

AlgDE is an innovative algorithm based on the inference of errors by 
crossing rows and columns; it allows increasing the efficiency of the LPC 
decoder significantly when used in conjunction with AlgSE. Finally, the 
comparative results show that when implemented with AlgSE0 + AlgDE, 
the LPC decoder is much more effective than the other ECCs evaluated 
here, although the synthesis costs penalize it. 
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Table 7 
Decoder implementation costs in hardware and redundancy rate of six 
2D ECCs. 

ECC 
Area consump�on Power dissipa�on Delay   

RR (%) (μm2) (%) (mW) (%) (ns) (%) 
AlgSE0+AlgDE 4,942 49.2 0.550 64.9 3.58 187.4 67 

BCH 3,302 32.9 NA NA 1.07 56.0 38.5 
eCLC 3,360 33.4 0.331 39.0 2.50 130.9 60 

eMRSC 1,709 17.0 0.374 44.1 1.54 80.6 50 
PCoSA 10,051 100.0 0.848 100.0 1.91 100 75 
PHICC 1,761 17.5 0.344 40.6 0.96 50.3 60 

NA – not available data; Cells marked in green and red have the best and 
worst results, respectively. 
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